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The hidden brain is the voice in our ear when we make the most important decisions in our
lives—but we’re never aware of it. The hidden brain decides whom we fall in love with and
whom we hate. It tells us to vote for the white candidate and convict the dark-skinned
defendant, to hire the thin woman but pay her less than the man doing the same job. It can
direct us to safety when disaster strikes and move us to extraordinary acts of altruism. But it
can also be manipulated to turn an ordinary person into a suicide terrorist or a group of
bystanders into a mob. In a series of compulsively readable narratives, Shankar Vedantam
journeys through the latest discoveries in neuroscience, psychology, and behavioral science to
uncover the darkest corner of our minds and its decisive impact on the choices we make as
individuals and as a society. Filled with fascinating characters, dramatic storytelling, and
cutting-edge science, this is an engrossing exploration of the secrets our brains keep from
us—and how they are revealed.
“A great teacher,” Jeremy Paxman on BBC's Newsnight. “Clearly Francis Gilbert is a gifted
and charismatic teacher,” Philip Pullman, author of 'Northern Lights'. “Gilbert writes so well
that you half-suspect he could give up the day job,” The Independent. Are you struggling to
understand Shakespeare's classic play 'Romeo and Juliet'? Are you a teacher who needs a
really good edition of the play which will enable students to understand the play's complex
language and cover all the key areas required to get a good grade in an examination or
coursework? This brilliant edition of Shakespeare's great love story may be the answer to your
prayers. Written by a teacher who has taught the text for more than twenty years in various
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secondary schools, this version is aimed at students who must analyse the text in depth or
teachers wanting to deliver outstanding lessons on it. The book contains the complete text
together with a parallel modern translation, which most students will be able to read
independently or in small groups: the language is entirely appropriate for ages 11-18 years.
The text is broken up by exercises on every important section of the play, with fill-in-the-gaps
tasks to check understanding, questions to aid in-depth analysis, creative response tasks and
tips on acting out the play. The first section of the book is an up-to-date study guide which
explains the plot, characters, language and imagery in detail, with visual diagrams and links to
relevant websites. The final section of the book contains an exhaustive explanation of how to
write top grade essays on the play, including sample A* answers as well as summaries of
significant literary criticism. There are plenty of pointers to help students develop their own
personal responses, including thought-provoking thematic questions. This book covers the
following areas in depth: It checks basic understanding by providing fill-in-the-gaps exercises
on every important part of the play. It looks at why students should study 'Romeo and Juliet'. It
examines Shakespeare's story, looking at the structure & themes: love, hatred and the feud,
fate and the use of time. It discusses the contexts (the background) of the play: its different
versions, including Brooke's poem upon which the play is based, Nashe's 'Have With You to
Saffron Walden' (1596)and 'A Midsummer's Night Dream'. It investigates the nature of
Shakespearean tragedy, discussing the rules Aristotle set out for this genre. It explores the
world of Shakespeare's theatre and The Globe, discussing social and political contexts. It
provides an overview of various productions of 'Romeo and Juliet'. It contains a detailed
section on Shakespeare's language, examining his imagery and grammar, exploring his use of
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nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs. It contains a very helpful section on his use of rhythm
and rhyme, setting exercises which will help students really understand this complex subject.
There is a long section on his use of characterisations, discussing all the main characters in
depth. As well as the play itself and a very accessible modern translation of it, there is a
detailed summary of every act and scene. There's an excellent glossary of all the difficult
words, including vocabulary students need to learn. There are a number of speaking and
listening activities that are very easy to do and really aid understanding. There is a readable
account of the literary criticism of the play which looks at feminist, Marxist, cultural materialist
and queer theory approaches to the text. There is a detailed account of how to write a good
essay on the play which includes a dissection of sub-standard essay and an example of an A*
essay. Finally, there is a section which helps students compare the play with filmed versions &
performances.
Featuring in-depth analysis of characters, plot, relationships and themes, our Romeo and Juliet
Study Guide is designed for easy navigation through the text. Suggested questions and
activities assist in understanding language and context, and each page is accompanied by
related videos of key scenes to help bring the play to life. Featuring in-depth analysis of
characters, plot, relationships and themes, our Romeo and Juliet Study Guide is designed for
easy navigation through the text. Suggested questions and activities assist in understanding
language and context, and each page is accompanied by related videos of key scenes to help
bring the play to life. Featuring in-depth analysis of characters, plot, relationships and themes,
our Romeo and Juliet Study Guide is designed for easy navigation through the text. Suggested
questions and activities assist in understanding language and context, and each page is
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accompanied by related videos of key scenes to help bring the play to life.
PRINCE OF CATS is the B side to Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet, played at an eighties
block party in an NY where underground sword dueling blossomed alongside hip-hop, punk,
disco, and no wave. Itês the story of the minor players with Tybalt at the center. The definitive
printing of RONALD WIMBERLY's critically-acclaimed first work, presented as intended for the
first time.
When an essay is due and dreaded exams loom, this book offers students what they need to
succeed. It provides chapter-by-chapter analysis, explanations of key themes, motifs and
symbols, a review quiz, and essay topics. It is suitable for late-night studying and paper writing.
A tragedy written early in the career of playwright William Shakespeare about two young 'starcrossed lovers' whose deaths ultimately unite their feuding families. It was among
Shakespeare's most popular plays during his lifetime and is one of his most frequently
performed plays. Today, the title characters are regarded as archetypal young lovers. She is
only fourteen, he is only a few years older. Their families are bitter enemies, sworn to hatred.
Yet Romeo and Juliet meet and fall passionately in love. Defying their parents' wishes, they are
secretly married, but their brief happiness is shattered by fate.

When Romeo and Juliet meet at a masked ball it's love at first sight. But their
families are sworn enemies, and the very next day a deadly brawl breaks out
between the Montagues and Capulets. Young Romeo is caught up in the fighting
and as punishment is banished from the city - and sent away from Juliet for
ever... A beautiful retelling of Shakespeare's most famous love story.
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Shakespeare's drama originally circulated in the form of the individual actor's
part, containing only a single character's speeches and brief cues. This unique
collaboration of original theatre history with exciting literary criticism captures
anew Shakespeare's development as a writer, showing how scripting and acting
work together to produce characters of unprecedented immediacy.
Master the material and ace any assignment with this innovative study guide
series. This book is perfect for both students and teachers, as it produces true
mastery of content knowledge and book details. Other study guides simply give
basic details of the novel, meaning that students read over material without
digesting or learning it. Other study guides take complex themes, concepts, and
information and just regurgitate it to readers. This Study Guide series is different.
Using the original text as a guide, you will learn to cite evidence from the text in
order to complete and reflect on your reading.Designed under the guidance of an
experienced and credentialed instructor, this study guide series GUIDES the
learner to discovering the answers for themselves, creating a fully detailed study
guide, in the user's own words. Filled with guided reading activities, students are
able to fill this guidebook with their own information. If you read it, write it, and
reflect on it, you will learn it!Teachers, you can also purchase a set of these
books (or one book and make copies) for your entire class. It makes the perfect
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guided reading activity and will teach students how to internalize the reading,
note taking, and learning process that advanced readers naturally perform.
These make the perfect workbook to keep your class engaged and learning.
The works of William Shakespeare come alive in these stunning graphic novels
adaptation using the original Shakespearean dialog. The world-class art,
romance, sword-play, and tragedy of Romeo and Juliet will capture the attention
of reluctant readers. Supplement your traditional Shakespearean sources with
the graphic novel adaptation that will help readers imagine the action like never
before. Graphic Planet is an imprint of Magic Wagon, a division of ABDO
Publishing Group. Grades 5-10.
Includes the unabridged text of Shakespeare's classic play plus a complete study
guide that features scene-by-scene summaries, explanations and discussions of
the plot, question-and-answer sections, author biography, historical background,
and more.
A Study Guide for William Shakespeare's "Romeo and Juliet," excerpted from
Gale's acclaimed Drama for Students.This concise study guide includes plot
summary; character analysis; author biography; study questions; historical
context; suggestions for further reading; and much more. For any literature
project, trust Drama for Students for all of your research needs.
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Romeo and Juliet is one of the greatest plays ever written--but let's face it..if you don't
understand it, then you are not alone. If you have struggled in the past reading Shakespeare,
then we can help you out. Our books and apps have been used and trusted by millions of
students worldwide. Plain and Simple English books, let you see both the original and the
modern text (modern text is underneath in italics)--so you can enjoy Shakespeare, but have
help if you get stuck on a passage.
Don't want to read the actual book? Tired of reading super long reviews? This new study guide
is perfect for you!! This study guide provides a short and concise review guide of Romeo and
Juliet by William Shakespeare. The guide includes: · A short summary of the entire novel · The
major themes and their relationship to the storyline · A character guide with brief details on
each role · Bullet-point chapter reviews that go into more detail than the book summary · A few
potential essay topics with possible answers. All of this in-depth study guide is designed to
make studying more efficient and fun. Stay tuned for our upcoming updates that will include
additional quiz questions, audio guides and more tools that will help you easily learn and
prepare for school. Need help or have suggestions for us? Email us at
info@totalgroupmobile.com and we will get back to you as soon as possible. @TheTotalGroup
This updated edition is designed to support students in study and revision for the new GCSE
(9-1) English Literature exams.
'York Notes Advanced' offer an accessible approach to English Literature. This series has
been completely updated to meet the needs of today's A-level and undergraduate students.
Written by established literature experts, 'York Notes Advanced' introduce students to
sophisticated analysis, a range of critical perspectives and wider contexts.
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Welcome to the best Study Guide for Romeo and Juliet with this special Deluxe Edition,
featuring over 100 pages of guided activities, diagrams, visual organizers, note-taking
exercises, and essential questions! With sections aimed at citing evidence from the text, this
study guide for Romeo and Juliet is up to date with Next Generation, 21st Century, and
Common Core skill requirements. This study guide for Romeo and Juliet can be used as BOTH
a study guide for readers/students AND an instructional guide for teachers. It is the perfect
companion to introducing literature in any classroom! Master the material and ace any
assignment with this innovative study guide series. This book is perfect for both students and
teachers, as it produces true mastery of content knowledge and book details. Other study
guides for Romeo and Juliet simply give basic details of the novel, meaning that students read
over material without digesting or learning it. Other study guides take complex themes,
concepts, and information and just regurgitate it to readers. But, this Study Guide for Romeo
and Juliet is different. Using the original text as a guide, you will learn to cite evidence from the
text in order to complete and reflect on your reading. Readers will self-generate additional
notes within the structure provided by this Study Guide. Designed by a veteran educator, this
study guide for Romeo and Juliet GUIDES the learner to discovering the answers for
themselves, creating a fully detailed study guide in the user's own words. Filled with guided
reading activities, students are able to fill this guidebook with their own information. If you read
it, write it, and reflect on it, you will learn it!
A pack of five magazine-style guides for students to accompany and inform study of Romeo
and Juliet. Aimed at the student, these Reading Guides offer a 'way in' to study of Romeo and
Juliet. Activities cover a number of aspects of the play such as character, themes, performance
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and language in an engaging and accessible way, enhancing students' enjoyment of the text.
The Reading Guides are illustrated and have a magazine-style feel to appeal to students. They
can be used during the early stages of a Scheme of Work based on the play, or can be built in
to lessons as starter or homework materials as reading progresses.
A comprehensive study guide offering in-depth explanation, essay, and test prep for William
Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet, a romance characterized by love sonnets, rhyme, and
imagery of light and dark. As a tragedy of the late-sixteenth-century, Romeo and Juliet displays
Elizabethan belief in astrology and fate as it applies to the two star-crossed lovers. Moreover,
the story explores themes of romantic and courtly love, especially the expectations of young
lovers and the conventions to which they are confined. This Bright Notes Study Guide explores
the context and history of Shakespeare’s classic work, helping students to thoroughly explore
the reasons it has stood the literary test of time. Each Bright Notes Study Guide contains: Introductions to the Author and the Work - Character Summaries - Plot Guides - Section and
Chapter Overviews - Test Essay and Study Q&As The Bright Notes Study Guide series offers
an in-depth tour of more than 275 classic works of literature, exploring characters, critical
commentary, historical background, plots, and themes. This set of study guides encourages
readers to dig deeper in their understanding by including essay questions and answers as well
as topics for further research.
Turn your iPod into Romeo & Juliet 101 class for on-the-go learning In this unique audio series,
21st century technology brings alive a 16th century writer and his work so students can fully
understand the genius of William Shakespeare. McGraw-Hill's PodClass: Romeo & Juliet
Study Guide helps you reinforce what you have learned in class or even fill in the bits you may
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have missed. This program includes more than 50 mini lectures on main topic points, engaging
scene summaries, and "drama bytes"--key quotes and dialogues from the play, as well as
insider guidance on approaching tests, papers, and essays. This is not an abridged recording
of the play; rather this dynamic audio program reveals what it means, which characters are
important, what themes Shakespeare was exploring-all the issues that you need to know to
ace your test.
Part of Prufrock's new series for the upper level classroom, Advanced Placement Classroom:
Romeo and Juliet is a user-friendly guide to teaching one of Shakespeare's classic plays.
Featuring more than 50 reproducible pages to supplement student projects, debates, and
writings, this guide teaches students to consider new perspectives on the traditional tale.
Unlock the more straightforward side of Romeo and Juliet with this concise and insightful
summary and analysis! This engaging summary presents an analysis of Romeo and Juliet by
William Shakespeare, the timeless story of two lovers separated by the feud between their
houses and a contrary fate. This powerful play by the genius playwright is still as moving now
as it was in the 16th century, when it was first performed. Shakespeare is widely considered
the greatest writer in the English language and his timeless classics continue to captivate
audiences and inspire scholars around the world. Find out everything you need to know about
Romeo and Juliet in a fraction of the time! This in-depth and informative reading guide brings
you: • A complete plot summary • Character studies • Key themes and symbols • Questions
for further reflection Why choose BrightSummaries.com? Available in print and digital format,
our publications are designed to accompany you in your reading journey. The clear and
concise style makes for easy understanding, providing the perfect opportunity to improve your
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literary knowledge in no time. See the very best of literature in a whole new light with
BrightSummaries.com!
How can you appreciate Shakespeare when you have no idea what he’s saying?! If you’ve
ever sat down with the Bard and found yourself scratching your head at words like Quondam,
Younker, or Ebon then this bundled book is just for you! Inside you will find a comprehensive
study guide, a biography about the life and times of Shakespeare, and a modern retelling
(along with the original text) of Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet. Each section of this book
may also be purchased individually.
Caught in the trap of a long-standing family feud, the members of the two distinguished
Veronese houses of Capulet and Montague engage in bickering, quarreling, and occasional
bloodshed when they encounter each other in the streets of Verona. To put a halt to these
disturbances, the Prince of Verona enacts a law making street brawling punishable by death.
Tempers flare when Tybalt, of the house of Capulet, discovers that Romeo, heir of the
Montagues, has come uninvited and disguised to a great banquet given by old Lord Capulet.
Unseen by others, Romeo encounters Juliet, heiress of the Capulets, and is charmed by her
beauty and grace. Romeo and Juliet talk briefly and share a clandestine kiss. After the
banquet, Romeo climbs into the orchard of the Capulets and overhears Juliet, standing on her
balcony, confess her love for him. Romeo speaks, making his presence known, and confesses
his love for Juliet. The lovers decide to take quick and decisive action. The next day they are
secretly married in the cell of the good Friar Laurence, who hopes the marriage will end the
family quarrel. Following the wedding, Juliet hurries home, while Romeo and his friends,
Mercutio and Benvolio, encounter trouble in the streets. Tybalt, still angry that Romeo and his
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friends attended the Capulets' party the previous evening, provokes Mercutio to fight. Romeo
tries to halt the dispute, but Tybalt manages to kill Mercutio. In anger Romeo kills Tybalt. The
Prince of Verona then arrives at the scene and banishes Romeo from the city. Meanwhile,
Juliet's father, knowing nothing of the secret marriage, decides that Juliet shall marry Count
Paris. Upset, Juliet turns to Friar Laurence for help. The friar gives Juliet a potion that will give
her the appearance of death. The friar tells Juliet that after she is placed in the ancient tomb of
the Capulets she will awaken, and he and Romeo will come and take her to Mantua where she
can live in peace with Romeo. The friar promises to send a letter to Romeo explaining the plan.
Unfortunately, the letter does not arrive before Romeo receives news of Juliet's death. Griefstricken, Romeo buys enough poison to kill 20 men. Planning suicide, Romeo heads for the
Capulet tomb so he can die by Juliet's side. When Romeo arrives at the tomb he meets Count
Paris. Romeo kills Paris and then drags his body into the Capulet tomb. Seeing Juliet, Romeo
swears his love, swallows the poison, and dies. Friar Laurence hurries to the tomb at the time
when he knows Juliet will awaken. He discovers the bodies of Paris and Romeo. Juliet
awakens and Friar Laurence encourages her to seek refuge in a convent. Instead, grief
stricken, she thrusts Romeo's dagger into her heart and falls across his body, dead. As both
families gather at the tomb, Friar Laurence tells them the entire story. Seeing what sorrow their
feuding has brought, the two families vow to bury their grudge. Interactive CD-rom.

Digital Theatre+ Study Guides are specially commissioned from leading theatre
academics and practitioners, with expert knowledge of the texts that they explore.
The guides examine plays from literary and contextual, as well as dramatic
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perspectives, to provide a thorough and manifold access point to key texts, from
the classical to the contemporary.
A retelling in rhymed couplets of Shakespeare's tragedy of ill-fated young lovers
is accompanied by illustrations from the author's second-grade class.
A comprehensive study guide offering in-depth explanation, essay, and test prep
for William Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet, a romance characterized by love
sonnets, rhyme, and imagery of light and dark. As a tragedy of the late-sixteenthcentury, Romeo and Juliet displays Elizabethan belief in astrology and fate as it
applies to the two star-crossed lovers. Moreover, the story explores themes of
romantic and courtly love, especially the expectations of young lovers and the
conventions to which they are confined. This Bright Notes Study Guide explores
the context and history of Shakespeare's classic work, helping students to
thoroughly explore the reasons it has stood the literary test of time. Each Bright
Notes Study Guide contains: - Introductions to the Author and the Work Character Summaries - Plot Guides - Section and Chapter Overviews - Test
Essay and Study Q&As The Bright Notes Study Guide series offers an in-depth
tour of more than 275 classic works of literature, exploring characters, critical
commentary, historical background, plots, and themes. This set of study guides
encourages readers to dig deeper in their understanding by including essay
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questions and answers as well as topics for further research.
Shakespeare's famous play about a love "too rash, too unadvised, to sudden,"
and its tragic outcome. Two teenagers, two warring families, and two poor
advisers lead to a tragic outcome when emotion overcomes common sense.
Setting: Verona, Italy Pgs: 68
“Clearly Francis Gilbert is a gifted and charismatic teacher,” Philip Pullman,
author of 'Northern Lights'.Are you struggling to understand Robert Louis
Stevenson's classic novel 'Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde'? Or are you an English teacher
wanting ready-made exercises and guidance to help you teach this difficult text?
Do your students need support to understand the language properly and work
independently on the book? This brilliant edition of Stevenson's novel may be the
answer to your prayers. Written by an experienced teacher and best-selling
author, this version is aimed at students who must analyse the text in depth or
teachers wanting to deliver outstanding lessons on it. This book contains an
annotated complete text, numerous essays on the novel, including detailed
accounts of Robert Louis Stevenson's life, relevant contexts and discussion of
vital themes and imagery. The complex vocabulary of the book is analysed
throughout, and simple explanations of what is happening punctuate each
chapter. Furthermore, there are academic explorations of the issues as well as
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comprehensive question and answer sections at the end of each chapter,
including a “fill-in-the-blanks” summary to check understanding. At the end of the
guide, there is advice on how to write successful essays and assignments. There
are also plenty of pointers to help students develop their own personal
responses, including thought-provoking thematic questions, links to the author's
YouTube readings and explanations, and creative response tasks.
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